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R E P R O D U C I B L E

Chapter 5 Essential Questions

As you reflect on this chapter, consider the following questions.

• How do rigid time schedules and school years based on agrarian calendars inhibit 
learning and incur unnecessary financial and social costs for communities and taxpayers? 
How much impact do you feel these things have for your nation’s competitiveness in the 
world, and how might advisory-based schools improve this picture?

• Consider the burdens high dropout rates impose on society. How can educators and 
education stakeholders justify allowing students to fail courses in their K–12 schooling? 
Should failure be an option in schooling if advisory-based schools can ensure that all 
students have better chances of succeeding?

• If we want to shape schooling to individual students’ diverse needs and the communities 
in which they live, should we measure parity between schools in terms of expenditures, 
programs, and facilities or in terms of individual students’ results? What counts most 
when preparing students for their futures?

• If we want to develop in students essential 21st century skills such as higher-order 
thinking and problem solving, what are better ways to achieve these outcomes than 
rigid class schedules, subject-based learning, large-group instruction, and conventional 
assessment practices rooted in rote memorization?

• Why are advisory-based schools in a better position to use learning technology to 
improve educational outcomes? Why is it critical that students and teachers have 
access to the same technology in schools as they would have at home?

• How does having to float from classroom to classroom inhibit learning? How would 
having a dedicated workspace for learning help students progress according to their 
own individual needs?

• If one student can meet a ten-week curriculum’s learning objectives in six weeks and 
another takes fourteen weeks, should we fail the fourteen-week student at the end of 
the term or force the six-week student to delay his or her studies for the full ten weeks? 
What makes advisory-based schools better suited to avoiding these outcomes, and 
what benefit does this have for students and taxpayers in the community?

• Why is transparency in school funding critical information for all community stakeholders?

• If we don’t transform our public schools, how could new schools trying new and 
innovative approaches displace educators? If you were a student or parent with options 
to choose from, what type of school would you choose? What impact would your choice 
have on your community?
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